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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we study numerical properties of Chern classes of certain covering manifolds. One of 
the main results is the following: Let ~ : X ~ pn be a finite covering of the n-dimensional complex 
projective space branched along a hypersurface with only simple normal crossings and suppose X is 
nonsingular. Let ci(X) be the i-th Chern class of X. Then (i) if the canonical divisor Kx is numeri- 
cally effective, then (-1)%k(X) (k _> 2) is numerically positive, and (ii) if X is of general type, then 
( -  1 )"cit (X) •. • cir (X) > 0, where il - . . .  4- ir - n. Furthermore we show that the same properties 
hold for certain Kummer coverings. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a complex projective manifold of dimension . We denote by ci(X) and 
ch(X) respectively the i-th Chern class of X and the Chern character of X. We 
denote by Kx the canonical divisor of X. By a cycle of codimension r on X we 
shall mean a formal sum V = ~-~'- l ai Vi , where the V/ are irreducible sub- 
varieties of X of codimension r, and the ai are integers. A cycle V is said to be 
numerically positive (resp. numerically effective, numerically equivalent to zero) if 
(V- Z) > 0 (resp. (V.  Z) > 0, (V. Z) -- 0) for every irreducible subvariety Z
of X of dimension r, where ( V.  Z) = Y~/i"- l ai( Vii. Z) and ( V/. Z) is the degree 
of the intersection cycle of dimension O, which is defined in the Chow ring 
A(X). 
Note that the i-th Chern class ci(X) is a rational equivalence class of cycles of 
codimension i. It is known that ch(X) can be written in the from 
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(1.1) 
1 (c? (X)  -- c2(X)) q- . . -  ch(X) : n Jr cl (X) -t- 
Pk(X) 
=n+ k! ' 
k=l 
where P~ (X) - -  c I (g )  and 
(1.2) Pk(X) = det 
c,(X)  1 o . . .  o 
2c2 (X) c I (X) 1 0 
" .  ".. 
kck(X) ck ~(x) . . .  
l 0 
cl (X)  1 
c2(X) c, (x) 
(k _> 2). 
In our previous paper [Y], we established some formulas describing the be- 
haviour of Chern characters under certain holomorphic maps. One of our 
purposes is to show how to apply these formulas in order to study Chern clas- 
ses (or Chern numbers) of complex projective manifolds. Let Y be a complex 
projective manifold of dimension n. We first consider a finite covering 
'~ : X ~ Y which is branched along a hypersurface in Y with only simple nor- 
mal crossings, where X is nonsingular. Applying the formula for Chern char- 
acters under the covering f;, we can prove the following theorem which is one of 
our main results. 
Theorem 1.1. Let P" be the complex projective space of  dimension n. Let 
: X --+ pn be afinite covering which is branchedalong S, where X is nonsingular 
and S is a hypersurface in P" with only simple normal crossings. Then 
(i) i f  Kx  is numerically effective, then Pk(X) and (--1)kck(X) (k > 2) are 
numerically positive, 
(ii) ~f X is o f  general type, then we have 
(1.3) ( - l )"Pi ,  (X ) . . .P i , (X )  > 0 
and 
(1.4) ( -1)%i,(X) .. "ci,.(X) > O, 
where il + . . .  + ir = n. 
In particular, this implies the following remarkable property: If  X is a minimal 
n-fold of general type, then (-1)%n (X) > 0. The same argument as in the proof 
of Theorem 1.1 also shows that complex manifolds, which are complete inter- 
sections in Pn +m of m nonsingular hypersurfaces, have the same properties. In 
(1.3), putting r = n - 1, il = 2 and/2 . . . . .  in 1 - 1, we see that the Miyaoka- 
type inequality 
(1.5) (2c2(X) - c2(X) )K~ 2 > 0 
(see e.g. Miyaoka [M]) holds. 
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There are examples of 3-folds of general type whose Chern classes atisfy the 
inequalities (1.4) and (1.5) (see e.g. Hunt [Hu]). Our interest is to find other ex- 
amples of minimal n-folds of general type whose Chern classes satisfy any of 
the inequalities (1.3), (1.4) and (1.5) in the case in which n > 3. 
Let L be a holomorphic line bundle on Y and let nl,. • •, nm be positive in- 
tegers, where 2___ m <_ n -1 .  We consider a certain holomorphic map 
: X --~ Y which is called the u-th weighted Kummer covering of Y associated 
with (L; n l , . . . ,  nm). By definition, X is nonsingular and the map ~ is the com- 
position map of the Kummer covering of degree u m- 1, the blowing up along 
the transversal intersection, and a finite covering of degree n l ' "nm which is 
branched along a hypersurface in Y with only simple normal crossings. In the 
present paper, we show that a formula for Chern characters under the map 
can be derived from the preceding formula for a finite branched covering and 
the formula for blowing up Chern characters given by Porteous [Po] (Remark 
7.1). Applying this formula, we first prove the following: Let X be any such 
weighted Kummer covering for which Kx is numerically effective, and assume 
that m _> 3. Then c2(X) is not numerically effective (Theorem 8.4). We finally 
prove the following theorem which extends the result in [Y, Theorem 1.5]. 
Theorem 1.2. 
(i) Let [HI be a hyperplane bundle on the complex projective space Pn of  di- 
mension n and let ~ : X ~ pn be the u-th weighted Kummer  covering o fP  n asso- 
ciated with ([HI;n1,... ,nm) where 2 < m <_ n - 1. I f  X is a minimal n-fold o f  
general type, then the inequality (1.5) holds. Moreover i f  m = 2, then -Pk (X)  and 
(--1)kCk(X) (k > 1) are numerically positive and the inequalities (1.3) and (1.4) 
hold. 
(ii) Let Y be an abelian variety o f  dimension and let L be an ample line bun- 
dle on Y. Let ~ : X ~ Y be the u-th weighted Kummer covering of  Y associated 
with (L; nl . . . .  , nm) where 2 <<_ m < n - 1. I f  Kx  is numerically effective, then the 
inequality (1.5) holds. Moreover i f  m = 2, then -P~,(X) and (--1)kck(X) (k > 1) 
are numerically positive and the inequalities (1.3) and (1.4) hold. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
In this section, we recall some results in [Y]. Let Y be a complex projective 
m S manifold of dimension and let S = [,.Ji= l i be a hypersurface in Y with only 
simple normal crossings, where Sl, • • •, Sm denote irreducible components of S 
and S is said to have only simple normal crossings if the Si are nonsingular and 
for each point p of S, we may choose a local coordinate system (zl . . . .  ,zn) 
aroundp such that S is defined by the equation zl . . . z j  =- 0 ( j  <_ n). 
Let ~: X ---+ Y be a finite covering which is branched along S, where X is 
nonsingular. Let Dij ( j  = 1 , . . . ,  ri) be irreducible components of ~-1 (Si) and 
let c~ij be the ramification index of ~ at Dij. We may assume that the divisor 
m r i ~i= 1 ~= 1 Dij has only simple normal crossings and ~ij _~ 2. Then the rami- 
r i  fication divisor R of ~/~ can be written in the form R = ~mi=t ~J  = 1 (Ozi j  - -  1 )Dij. 
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Now for brevity, let D be an arbitrary irreducible component of w/ 1 (Si) and let 
c~ be the ramification index of 0 at D. We use the same notation for a holo- 
morphic vecter bundle and the coherent sheaf of its holomorphic sections. A 
locally free sheaf Ass~,,(D) which corresponds to D, is defined as follows. First, 
for a nonnegative integer k, we set 
K,.,(k; D; Si) = ( AD).OD ® Zb*[S/] ® ([D]*) <~;k, 
where AD is the injection of D into X, (AD).() is the direct image induced by AD, 
OD is the structure sheaf of D, [Si] (resp. [D]) is the associated line bundle of the 
divisor Si (resp. D) and [D]* is the dual bundle of [D]. Then we define Ass~.,(D) to 
be 
o 2 
Ass~,(D) = Z K~,,(k; D; S,), 
k-O 
where y~ denotes the direct sum of coherent sheaves. 
Then we have 
(2.1) ch(Ass~,(D)) = e ~''*s~ - e ~'*s'-('' l)D 
in A(X)  ® Q, where ch(Ass~.,(D)) is the Chern character of the locally free sheaf 
Ass~.,(D) and Q is the field of rational numbers. We denote by 7-(X) and 7-(Y), 
the holomorphic tangent bundles of X and Y respectively. Let ~*7-(Y) be the 
induced bundle of 7-(Y) by O. Now we may assume that for any point p c X, 
there are local coordinate systems (tl . . . . . .  t,,) and (zl , . . . ,z, ,)  around p and 
¢1 t q ='~b(p) respectively such that ~ can be expressed as zi = Vi,(ti)= t i 
(i = 1 , . . . ,  n), where al .  • • a,, ¢ 0. From this, we see that the map of locally free 
sheaves 0 : 7(X)  -+ 1b'7-(Y) given at p by the equations 
O(~)  = ~--~ Ozi 0 
i= 10t j  Ozi ' 
is a monomorphism, where O/Otj and O/Ozi are local sections which are local 
bases for 7-(X) and .~'7-(Y) respectively. Thereby, we can regard 7-(X) as a sub- 
module of ~/~'7-(Y). 
Then we can define a sheaf homomorphism 
• (k; D; Si) : K~,,(k; D; Si) --+ ,b*7-(Y)/7-(X) 
as follows: Let p C D and we take local coordinate systems as above. In this 
case, the map 0 can be expressed as 
" " ' ( i=2 ,  . n), Zl - t I ~zi ~ I i . .  , 
where D is defined by the equation tl = 0 and S~ is defined by the equation 
z~ = 0. With respect o these coordinate systems, we define q~(k; D: Si) to be 
q~ g( t2 , . . . ,  tn z ®dt  = tk lg(t2, . . . ,  t,,) OZl 
for k _> O, where g is a holomorphic function and O/Ozl is considered to be a 
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local section of the line bundle ~* [Si] on the left and a local section of ~b %-(Y) 
on the right, and dtl is a local section of the line bundle [D]*. 
m r~ X-,~;-2 ~tk. Then the map ~ = ~i=l  ~ j=,  (l-~k=0 ~ , D,j; Si)) gives an isomorphism 
(2.2) ~ ~ Ass~,(Di;) ~- ~%-(Y)/T(X).  
i= l j= l  
From this we see that 
Dl ri 
~*ch( r )  - ch(X) = ~ S ch(Ass~(D~j)). 
i= l j= l  
Therefore, using (2.1), we have the formula 
m ri 
(2.3) ~b*ch(Y) - ch(X) = ~ ~'~ 
i= l j= l  
(e ~;,*si _ e,~,*si (~,i-1)Dij),  
where @*S i : -  ~ ; i  1 c~i;Dij. 
3. NUMERICAL PROPERTIES OF CHERN CLASSES 
In this section we study numerical properties of Chern classes of the complex 
projective manifold X of dimension . A divisor D on X is said to be semi-ample 
if the complete linear system linD[ is base point free for some positive integer m. 
For two cycles V1 and II2 of codimension r, we say Vl and II2 are numerically 
equivalent, written VI ~ V2, if V1 - V2 is numerically equivalent to zero. We 
also use the same notation for linear equivalence classes of divisors and iso- 
morphism classes of holomorphic line bundles. 
The following lemma plays an important role in this paper. 
Lemma 3.1. For k > 2, the following relation holds. 
k- I  
(3.1) k(--1)kck(X) = ~ ( -1 ) i c i (X ) ( -Pk - i (X ) ) -Pk (X) ,  
i= l  
where Pk(X) is the same as in (1.2). 
Proof. From the determinant (1.2), using the expansion of the determinant 
according to the last column repeatedly, we have 
k-1  
(3.2) Pk(X) -= ~ ( -1)  i- Ic i (X)Pk- i (X) + (--1) k lkck(X). 
i - -1 
(3.1) follows at once from (3.2). [] 
Now we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. If -Pr(X)(r = 1,. . . ,  k) can be represented in the form 
(3.3) -P r (X)  = ~ a~ il ,, ...imDl ... Dff,', 
i I + . . .+ im=r  
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where a]i J I ] im ~- 0 and Dl , .  • •, Dm are semi-ample ffective divisors, then 
(i) ( -  1)kck (X) is' numerically effective, 
(ii) i f  -Pk  ( X)  is' numerically positive, then ( l )kck(X)  is numerically positive, 
and 
(iii) (f the inequality (-1)~Pk, (X) .. - Pk, ( X)  > 0 holds', then the inequality 
> o 
holds, where k = n and kl + • •. + k,. = n. 
Proof. Let D be a semi-ample ffective divisor on X and let Z be an irreducible 
subvariety of X of dimension r. Since D is semi-ample, we can find an effective 
divisor D '  on X such that D '  is l inearly equivalent o mD and Z ~ [D'[, for 
some positive integer m, where ID'] is the support  of  D' .  Hence D'  • Z is defined 
to be D ' .Z  = [j*D'], where j  is the inclusion of Z in X and [ ] denotes the 
class in the Chow group. Thus roD. Z is represented by a cycle of the form 
~"_  1 ai Vii, where ai >_ 0 and the V/are irreducible subvarieties of dimension 
r - 1. Therefore, by induction on l, we can verify that D['. . .D,, ;  .... Z is rep- 
resented by a cycle of the form ~7~ 1 ai Vii, where ai _> 0 and the Vi are irre- 
ducible subvarieties of dimension r -  l, where l = il + . - .  + ira. This implies 
that D~ ~ . . .  D,~;, is numerical ly effective. 
Note now that cl (X)  = PI (X) .  From Lemma 3.1, by induction on r, we can 
show that ( -1)kck(X)  is represented in the form 
b ~- Di l  . i,,, (3.4)  (--1)kck(X) ~ ~ i,...i,. 1 " "D in ,  
il + ' - -+ im-k  
... _> 0. From this, we see that ( -  1)kck(X) is numerical ly effective. (ii) where b~ 7,,, 
follows at once from Lemma 3.1. Let k = n. Then, if il + -.-  + i , ,  = n, then 
clearly DI ~ . D/,,,,' _> 0. Combin ing (3.3), (3.4) and Lemma 3.1, we obtain 
(k ,  • "k r ) ( -1 )nck ,  (X ) ' "  ck, . (X)  > (-1)"Pk, (X ) . . .  Pk, (X), 
where kl + • • + k,. = n. Hence we can prove (iii). [] 
4. F INITE BRANCHED COVERINGS 
Let ~: X --, Y be a finite branched covering which is the same as in Section 2. 
Let D~i ( j  = 1 , . . . ,  ri) be irreducible components  of V) -l (Si) and let (x,j be the 
m ramif ication index of  ~b at Dij. We may assume that the divisor Y'~i= J ~ '~ ~ Dij 
has only simple normal  crossings and Dij • Dik = (3 fo r j  ¢ k. By (2.3), we have 
i= l  j= l  
where ~*Si = ~:' - - i  c~ijDij. From this we obtain 
-P (xl = ( ij- liD,:~/. 
i--l j--1 
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Noting that Dij N Dik = 0 for j  ¢ k, we see that (~*Si) k - ID l :  ~ij-k I~k~Jij. There- 
fore 
(~*Si) k - (~*S i -  (oL(]- 1)Dij) k 
= ~ (_ 1)i+ 1 (~/ _ ,"t) %k- t ~,kL,~j 
/=1 
= (a~ - 1)D~. 
Hence we have 
(4.1) -Pk(X) = ~ ~ (a~- I )D~. -O*Pk(Y) .  
i= l j= l  
Let us suppose that the fundamental group 7q ( Y - S) of Y - S is abelian. Then 
we see that c~ij = ai( j  = 1, . . . ,  ri) (see e.g. Proposition in [K]). Moreover, in 
this case, we have (O*Si) k = c~i k~"=1 D~. Combining this and (4.1), we obtain: 
Theorem 4.1. Let Y be a complex projective manifold and let S = UT'= 1 Si be a 
hypersurface in Y with only simple normal crossings. Let ~: X ~ Y be a finite 
covering which is branched along S and suppose X is nonsingular. I f  the funda- 
mental group :rl ( Y - S) of Y - S is abelian, then we have 
(4.2) - -Pk(X):-  ~b* (i=~ (l -- (1 )k )S~ -- Pk(Y)) 
in A( X) ® Q, where ai is the ramification index (branching order) of the map ~ at 
each point of ~b 1 (Si). 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
We first note that the following formulas can be easily proved. 
(5.1) Pk(P n) = (n + 1)H k, 
(5.2) ch(P') = (n + 1)e" - 1, 
where H is a hyperplane in P' .  
We shall now prove Theorem 1.1. Let deg(Si) = ni. Note that Si is linearly 
equivalent to niH, where H is a hyperplane in P' .  By Oka [O], 7q (P" - S) is 
abelian. Therefore, by the formula (5.1) and Theorem 4.1, we see that 
(5.3) 
where 
(5.4) 
= * k 
lk = ~ 1 - n~ - ( .  + 11. 
i=1  
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Since the map ~ is a branched covering, there is an index i with a~ _> 2. There- 
fore, f rom (5.4) we see that 
(5.5) lk < lk+~ 
for k _> 1. Not ing that Kx = -P I  (X), we see that Kx is numerical ly effective if 
and only if l l  > 0. Therefore from (5.5), we have l~ > 0 (k = 2 . . . . ,  n). It follows 
f rom (5.3) and Theorem 3.2 that i fKx is numerical ly effective, then -Pk(X)  and 
(-- l )kck(X) (k > 2) are numerical ly positive. Hence we can prove (i). 
Now we shall prove (ii). Since X is of general type, we see that K~ > 0. Hence 
11 > 0. Therefore we have lk > 0 (k = 1 , . . . ,  n). Moreover,  by (5.3), we have 
(-1)rPk,  (X ) . . .  Pt,.,(X) = lk, ... lk,'C(H)". 
We see from this that the inequality (1.3) holds. By (iii) in Theorem 3.2, we see 
that the inequality (1.4) holds. This finishes the proof  of Theorem 1.1. 
6. COMPLETE INTERSECTIONS 
Let X = $I N ... N Sm be a complete intersection in pro+,, of m nonsingular 
hypersurfaces Si of degree ni and assume that X is nonsingular. Let L = j* (H), 
where j  : X --~ pm+,, is the inclusion map and H is a hyperplane in P"'+". Now, 
using the exact sequence of vector bundles 
0 -~ ~-(X) --+ j * r (e  m+')  --+ u(X) --+ 0, 
where u(X) is the normal  bundle of  2( in pro+,,, we have 
(6.1) ch(X) = j*ch(e  ' '+" )  - ch(u(X)).  
By the formula (5.2), we have j *ch(P  re+n) = ( re+n+ 1)e t ' -  1. Note that 
//1 , u(X) ~- ~]~i= l Ai u(Si), where Ai is the inclusion of X in Si and u(Si) is the nor- 
mal bundle of Si in p, ,+n. From this we see that ch(u(X)) = ~'," e "'L There- 
fore, using (6.1), we obtain 
(6.2) ch(X) = ((m + n + 1)e L - 1) - ~ e "iL. 
i - - I  
From (6.2), we see that 
(6.3) Pk(X)= ( (m+n+ l ) -  ~-~ ni~) 
Putting lk = ~-~)?~, n/k - (m + n + 1), it follows from (6.3) that 
--Pk(X) = lk(j*H) k. 
This is the same form as the formula which is obtained from (5.3) putt ing 
ai = ni. S ince j *H  is ample, by the same argument  as in the proof  of Theorem 
1.1, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.1 Let X = $I N . . .  N S,,, be a complete intersection in pro+, of m 
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nonsingular hypersurfaces Si of degree ni and assume that X is nonsingular. Then 
X has the sameproperties a in Theorem 1.1. In particular i fX  is a minimal n-fold 
of general type, then -ek(x )  and (--1)kck(X) (k > 2) are numerically positive 
and the inequalities (1.3) and (1.4) hold. 
7. WEIGHTED KUMMER COVERINGS 
Let Y be a complex manifold of dimension and let L be a holomorphic line 
bundle on Y. Let nj (1 _<j < m) be positive integers and let (j (1 _<j < m) be 
holomorphic sections of L ®":, where 2 <_ m < n. Let Sj = (~j) be the zero divi- 
sor of ~j and suppose that S = I,.Ji~ l Si is a hypersurface in Y with only simple 
normal crossings. Then we first consider an nl • • • n,,-sheeted covering 
~ l :  Y1---~ Y 
which is branched along S such that YI is nonsingular, ~{Si = niS i ,  and 
~{L = Or, (Si). Let 
~2:Y2 --~ Y1 
be a blowing up along (~ = 1")7'_ 1'-~i and denote by E the exceptional divisor of 
~2. Then we have ~S i  = Si + E, where Sj is the proper transform of ~i by ~2. 
We easily see that Sl N .. .  A Sm = 0 and $1 . . . . .  Sm, where we denote by 
the linear equivalence. Therefore, for a positive integer u with u >_ 2, we have 
u m- 1-sheeted covering 
~93 : g - -+  Y 2 
which is branched along S Ui=I i such that X is nonsingular and 
~3 Si = uDi, where [..J'i~_ l Di is a hypersurface in X with only simple normal 
crossings, and such that its automorphism group (7:3 is isomorphic to 
(Z/uZ)m - I. The map ~3 is called the Kummer  covering. Let D be the pull-back 
of E by ~3. 
We define 
~:X~ Y 
to be the composit ion map ~ = ~ o ~2 o ~3. For simplicity, we call the map 
the u-th weighted Kummer covering of Y associated with (L; nl, . . . , nm) and call 
the integer # = ~-~im_ i ni its weight. Moreover we call S (resp. D) the branch 
locus (resp. exceptional divisor) of the weighted Kummer  covering ~. Then we 
have 
~°-l(s) = 0 DiUD, ~(D) =C,  
i=1 
m where C = ["l,= iSi. Moreover, one has 
(7.1) ~*L = Ox(uDi + D). 
Note that Dl N • - • N Dm= 0 and uDl ~ l:Oi (i = 2 . . . .  , m). 
To give an example of this construction, let Y be the complex projective 
space P" of dimension and let L = [H] be the hyperplane bundle in P". Then, 
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by computing the image of the fundamental group of X - ~9 ~ (S), we can easily 
show that the u-th weighted Kummer covers of P" associated with 
(L; h i , . . . ,  nm) are the u-th Kawai covers o fP  n associated with S which play an 
important role to examine holomorphic forms on finite branched covers of P" 
(e.g. [K], [Fj]). 
Now, let ~2 : X -~ Y be the u-th weighted Kummer covering of Y associated 
with (L; at , . . . ,  n,,), and let S = U'i"_ 1si (resp. D) be the branch locus (resp. the 
exceptional divisor) of ~, which are defined above. Then, applying Theorem 1.1 
in [Y], we have 
(7.2) ~*ch(Y)-ch(X) = ~ (e ~*s'-e D')-(e D- 1), 
i=1  
where ~o*Si = ni(uDi + D). 
Remark 7.1. Restricting to this case, we can show (7.2) as follows : 
We first consider the case in which c?: I ) ~ Y is a blowing up of Y along 
C = (-]'i'- 1Si which is the transversal intersection of S l , . . . ,  Sm (m < n), where 
m S = Ui= l Si is a hypersurface with only simple normal crossings. Then, we can 
derive directly the following formula from the formula given by Porteous. 
(7.3) ~*ch(Y) -ch(Y)= ~ (e ~*s ' -e  ¢*s' u )_ (e  E_ I ) ,  
i=1  
where E is the exceptional divisor. In fact, let j  : E --, 171 be the inclusion map. 
Let u(C) be the normal bundle of C in Y and let u(E) be the normal bundle of E 
in 1 >. Then, by Porteous [Po, Theorem 2], we have 
(7.4) qD*ch(Y)- ch(Y) = j ,  [ (cp~ch(u(C)) -  #') (~) l '  
where v = cl (u(E)) and ~E is the restriction map of ~ to E. Now, since u(C) = 
(~'i". l u(Si), where ~'(Si) = u(Si)[o we have 
ch(u(C)) = ~ e"', 
i=1  
where a i  = c l  (~(S i ) ) .  Hence 
~ch( . (C) )  = e~",  
i=1  
Let i : C --+ Y be the inclusion. Then we have 
a i = i*cj (u(Si)) = i*Si.  
Moreover, noting that ~ o j  = i o ~E, we see that 
g~Eai = ~E( I  S i )= J  ~ i. 
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From this, we obtain 
* u =j*  ~Ech((C))  ~ e ~'s'. 
i= l  
Therefore, using (7.4) and the projection formula, we have 
g)*ch( Y ) -  ch(I7) = j .  [(j*~'~ e ~*s'- eJ'E) ( 1 --e-J*E~j*E I]  
=E(~e~.S ,_eE) ( l _~ e) 
= E ( e~*s' --e~*S'-e) --( ee -- 1). 
Now we shall prove the formula (7.2). By the formulas (2.3) and (7.3), we have 
(7.5) ~ch(Y) -ch(Y , )  = ~ (e ~?s' -eL ) ,  
i--1 
(7.6) ~ch(Y,)  - ch(Y2) = ~ (e ~;#' -e  ~') - (e E - 1), 
i--1 
(7.7) ~ch(112) - ch(X) = ~ (e ~;x' - eD'). 
i -1  
Using (7.5) and (7.6), we can easily show that 
~;~v~ch(V) - ~;ch(112) = ~ ( e~;~s i  - e~;S~) - ( e~;E - 1). 
i=1 
Since ~* = ~; o ~ o ~,  it follows from (7.7) and this that 
~*ch(Y) - ch(X) = ~ (d  s ' -  e D~) - (e ~;e - 1). 
i - - l  
Combining this and ~E = D, we have the formula (7.2). 
8. SOME NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
In this section, we study numerical properties of Chern classes of weighted 
Kummer coverings. Let Y be a complex projective manifold of dimension 
and let L be a holomorphic line bundle on Y. Let ~:X~ Y be the u-th 
weighted Kummer covering of Y associated with (L;nl,...,nm), and let 
S = U'i ~_ 1Si (resp. D) be the branch locus (resp. the exceptional divisor) of ~ as 
in Section 7. We have the following fundamental theorem. 
Theorem 8.1. Let ~ : X --~ Y be the u-th weighted Kummer covering of Y asso- 
ciated with (L; nl,. . . , nm). Then -Pk ( X) is represented in the form 
(8.1) 
\ i=1  
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Proof. Applying the formula (7.2), we have 
= D k 
i=1  
\ / 
By definition, we see that Si ~ n iL  and Dl - Di (i ~ 2 , . . . ,  m) .  From (8.2) and 
this, (8.1) follows. [] 
We need the following lemma. 
Lemma 8.2. Let Y be a complex projective manoCold o f  dimension and C c Y a 
submanifold o f  dimension n - m. Let ~ : Y --+ Y be the blowing up o f  Y along C 
and denote by E the exceptional divisor o f  ~. Let hk be a k-dimensional projective 
subspace in a f ibre o f  the f ibre bundle ~]E : E ~ C over C. Then we have 
(E k "hk)y = ( -1)  k, 
where k <_ m-  1. 
Proof. We may assume that a fibre Ep of the fibre bundle ~E : E ~ C is pm I 
Note that the first Chern class Cl (v(E))  = EIE is that of the tautological line 
bundle on E whose restriction to the fibre Ep is the universal bundle. Let 
H = hm 2 be a hyperplane in Ep. Then, we have 
(E k" hE)i, = ( ( -H)  k " hk)Ep = (--1) k- 
This proves Lemma 8.2. [] 
Now we have the following lemma and theorems. 
Lemma 8.3. I f  Kx  is numerically effective, then v > m. 
Proof. Suppose that Kx is numerically effective. Now, combining the relation 
(8.3) DI =- (1/v)(7:*(L) - D) 
with (8.1), we can show that 
(8.4) -P , (X )  - ~*( (#-  re )L -  P , (Y ) )  - (1 -m)D.  
Let c~ ---- ~(h l ) ,  where hi is a l-dimensional projective subspace in a fibre Ep of 
the fibre bundle ~2E : E ~ C, where ~2e is the restriction map of ~2 to E. Then 
we have (Kx .  c~) >_ O. Since D = ~E,  using Lemma 8.2, we see that 
(D.c~) = ~_~(E.hl) = -. 
Therefore, using (8.4), we have (Kx .  or) = u - m. Hence we have v > m. [] 
Theorem 8.4. Let ~ : X ---+ Y be the u-th weighted Kummer  covering o f  Y asso- 
ciated with (L; nl , .  . . , nm) where m > 3. l f  Kx  is numerically effective, then c2(X) 
is not numerically effective. 
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Proof.  Combin ing the relation (8.3) with (8.1), we have 
( % )  m -P2(X) ~c~* ( n?-1~)L2-p2(Y  ) +~(~*L) .D-  (1-{--~)D 2. 
Therefore, using Lemma 3.1 and (8.4), we can show that 
1 1( m m)) 
(8.5) c2(X)=- -~ ~*(A2 j (Y ) ) .D J+"~ (1 - )2 - (1+~ D 2, 
j 0 
where A2 j (Y)  is a cycle of codimension 2 - j  on Y with rational coefficents. 
Let h2 be a 2-dimensional projective subspace in a fibre Ep of the fibre bundle 
9~2E : E --+ C. Applying Lemma 8.2, we have 
(8.6) (D 2" 9~(h2)) = qo~(E 2" h2) = u. 
From (8.5) and (8.6), we obtain 
(8.7) (c2(X)" ~(h2) )  = m(m -- 1 - 2u) 
2u 
Since Kx = -P I (X)  is numerical ly effective, by Lemma 8.3, we have u > m. 
Hence it follows from (8.7) that 
(c2(x). < 0. 
This completes the proof  of Theorem 8.4. [] 
Theorem 8.5. Let 9~ : X ~ Y be the u-th weighted Kummer covering of Y asso- 
ciated with (L; n l , . . . ,  nm) and assume that 
(i) Kx is numerically effective, 
(ii) Kr + (t2 - 1)L is ample, and 
(iii) (~m_l n 2 -1 )L  2 -P2(Y)  can be represented by a cycle of the form 
~-]~=1 aj Vj, where l >_ 1, aj > 0 and the Vj are irreducible subvarieties of dimen- 
sion n - 2. 
Then the inequality 
holds. 
((2c2(X) - c2(X)) • K S-  2) > 0 
Proof. Using the relation ~*L ,-~ uDt + D, we infer f rom (8.1) that 
Kx - 99*(Kr + (12 - 1)L) + ( ,  - m)Dl (8.8) 
and 
/ m \ 
(8.9) --Pc(X) =-~o*[ (F ln2-1)L2-  Pz(Y) ) +(1..'2-m)D? + 21.'Dl .D. 
For the sake of simplicity we put A = Ky + (# - 1)L and B, _ 2 = (~[]m=_ ~ n 2 _ 1 ) 
L 2 - P2(Y). Since Kx is numerical ly effective, by Lemma 8.3, we may assume 
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that u > m. Note that ~*(A) and Dl are semi-ample divisors. It follows from 
(8.8) and (8.9) that 
( -P2(X) 'K ;  2) __> (~*(B,, 2 ) 'K ;  2).  
Moreover, by the assumption (iii), we see that 
(~;*(B.-2)" K• 2) _> ~*(B.-2'  A" 2) > 0. 
This implies that the inequality (1.5) holds. [] 
Theorem 8.6. Let ~ : X --~ Y be the u-th weighted Kummer covering of  Y asso- 
ciated with (L; hi, n2) and assume that L is ample. I f  we have 
2 
()-], n k - 1)L i" - Pk(Y)  ~ ak(Ak,) h ' ' "  (Ak,,,) j'' + Z a ,A , ,  
i 1 I 
where k >_ 1,jl + . . .  +jm = k, ak > O, al ~ 0 andAk~, . . . ,  Ak,,, are ample divisors 
and A I is an intersection class of  k semi-ample divisors, then -Pk(X)  and 
( -  1 )kck ( X)  are numerically positive and we have 
( -1)~Pi , (X)  "Pi,(X) >0 
and 
( -1 )%, (x) .  > o, 
where ij + . . .  + i,. = n. 
Proof. Since D~ = 0 for k > 1, we see from (8.1) that for k > 1, 
- -Pk(X) ~ ~*( ( i~  l nik)L k - Pk( Y ) )  -- Dk. 
From the relation D ~ ~*L-uD~,  we obtain Dk= ~*L k -ku~*L  t - j .  Dl. 
Therefore 
Pk(X) =- ~*((~i=, n~ - l )L  k-Pk(Y ) )+ku(~*L)  k ' . D1. 
This shows that 
Pk(X) =- ak(~*Ak,) j' " " " (~*Ak,,,) j"' 
(8.10) + ~ a l~*(A l )  +kl](~9*L) ]~ 1. DI. 
I 
Note that ~*(Aki) is semi-ample and w*(AI) is a product ofk  semi-ample divi- 
sors. Let a be an arbitrary subvariety in X of dimension k. Suppose that 
dim ~(a) = k. Since Aki is ample, clearly we have 
( - -Pk(X) " (~) >_ ak((~*Ak, ) ) ' ' ' '  (~o*mk,,,) y''. c~) > 0. 
Suppose that dim ~(c~) < k. We can find a curve C in ~ such that (D1 - C) > 0. 
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Indeed, consider the map ,b = qO 2 o ~3. Since ~bl~ is not a finite map, we can find 
a curve C in a such that ~3(C) = Ep, where Ep is a fibre of the ruling of the ex- 
ceptional  divisor E of  the blowing up ~2. We may assume that Ep = pl.  Then we 
have 
~3, (~.~1 '  C) = (S1 . lEp)y2 , 
where l is a positive integer. Since ~S1 = S1 + E, we have 
0 = (S l  " Ep) Y2 -]- (E .  Ep)  Y2" 
Applying Lemma 8.2, we see that (~S I  • C) > 0. This shows that (DI • C) > 0. 
This implies that D1 A c~ ~ 0. Therefore D1 - c~ is represented by a cycle of the 
form ~J= l aj Vj, where l _> 1, aj > 0 and the Vj are irreducible subvarieties of 
d imension k -  1. Since ~]D, is a finite map, we have dim ~(DI .  a) = k -  1. 
Since L is ample, it follows from (8.10) that 
( -Pk (X)  • og) = ky(~o*L k -1  . DI  " og) > O. 
This shows that -P~(X)  is numerical ly positive. By (ii) in Theorem 3.2, we see 
that ( -1)kck(X)  is numerical ly positive. Finally, since the intersection umber  
of  n ample divisors is positive, we can verify that 
( -1)rpi ,  (X ) ' "  Pit(X) > O, 
where il + • - • + ir = n. Therefore, by (iii) in Theorem 3.2, we have 
( -1 )%, (X) . . .<r (X)  > 0. 
Hence we can prove Theorem 8.6. [] 
9. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
In this section we shall prove Theorem 1.2. First, we consider the case (i). Let 
y = pn and L = [HI. Since Kr  = - (n  + I )H,  we see that 
Xr  + (#-  1)L = (#-  (n + 2))H, 
where # = ~i= ~ ni. By (8.8), we have 
(9.1) Kx =- ~*((# - (n + 2))H) + (u - m)D1. 
Note that DI N (D2 A • • • n Din) = (~. We choose a curve /3 in D2 A • • • FI Din. 
Then, clearly we have (D1-/3) = 0. Since Kx is numerical ly effective, we see 
f rom (9.1) that qo,(Kx . /3 )= ( (#- (n+2) )H-~, ( /3 ) )>_  0. This shows that 
# >_ n + 2. I f  X is of general type, then we have K~ > 0. Since D~' = 0, we see 
that # ¢ n + 2. Hence # > n + 2. This implies that Kr  + (#-  1)L is ample. 
Moreover,  by (5.1), P2(Y) = (n + 1)H 2. Therefore we obtain 
(~ n 2 - -1 )L  2 -P2(Y)= (k  n2 - (n  -+- 2)) H2. 
i - - I  i--1 
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Clearly ~ iml  n 2 > n+2.  Hence we have (ZT'__~ nf - 1) L2 - P2(Y) ==- aH 2, 
where a > 0. By Theorem 8.5, the inequality (1.5) holds. 
Moreover suppose that m = 2. Using Pk(Y) = (n + 1)H k, we obtain 
2 2 
(9.2) (~  n /k -  1)L k -Pk(Y ) -=(~ n~- (n+2) )H  k 
i= I  i 1 
for k > 1. By virtue of  (9.2), it follows from Theorem 8.6 that -Pk (X)  and 
(--1)kck(X) are numerically positive and moreover the inequalities (1.3) and 
(1.4) hold. 
In the case (ii), we have Pk(Y) = 0 for k _> 1. Therefore, applying Theorem 
8.5, we see at once that the inequality (1.5) holds. Let us consider the case in 
which m = 2. We see easily from Theorem 8.6 that (--1)kck(X) and -Pk (X)  are 
numerically positive and moreover the inequalities (1.3) and (1.4) hold. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
Remark 9.1. Since we can regard the map ~ : X -* P" in (i) of  Theorem 1.2 as 
the v-th Kawai covering of P" associated with S, this theorem extends the re- 
sult in [Y, Theorem 1.5]. 
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